
Polstead Heath
Stackwood Road, CO6

Freehold
Guide Price of £1,250,000

A new-build house in an exceptional private position surrounded by ancient woodland. With
1.63 acres of grounds that include a 300-foot drive and triple garage with a 30-foot

annex/office above. Hadleigh 4 mls. Sudbury 8 mls. Colchester 12 mls.
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These particulars do not form part of any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as statements or representations of fact. Any areas,
measurements or distances are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are not necessarily comprehensive. It
should not be assumed that the property has all the necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and we have not tested
services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise.
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The House
Stackwood House, which was completed in recent months, enjoys a most unusual secluded position away from
roads and neighbours, against a spectacular woodland backdrop. The house takes full advantage of this outlook
with four sets of bi-fold doors to the (west-facing) garden and a balcony with views into the trees. The property is
ideal for those looking for a private and peaceful retreat.

Inside the quality of finish is exceptional. The kitchen/garden room measures close to forty feet and includes a
new oil-fired Aga, granite surfaces, a wine cooler, all integrated appliances, a wine fridge and a traditional Butlers
sink. The garden room area can accommodate a-number-of sofas and with its bi-fold doors it makes for a superb
outside-in entertaining environment.

Other ground floor accommodation includes a triple aspect sitting room, a dining room beneath a galleried
landing and staircase, a utility room, an impressive entrance hall and a WC.

There are five bedrooms on the first-floor. The master bedroom suite has French doors to a large balcony laid
with effect grass – ideal for enjoying the outstanding views. Both the guest suite and the master suite have very
well-appointed bath/shower rooms and the remaining three bedrooms share the use of a family bathroom.

The Grounds
There are 1.63 acres of grounds which include a shingle driveway accessed via electric gates, large areas of
woodland on three sides and three vast expanses of freshly laid lawn.

The Outbuildings
Our client has constructed a triple bay garage with electric doors. This also has a room above that includes a
shower room and a kitchenette - making it ideal as work-from-home office space or even an annex.

The Location
Stackwood House is found on a quiet road in Polstead Heath close to the market town of Hadleigh and the villages
of Polstead and Stoke-by-Nayland. For commuters, both Colchester and Manningtree railway stations are
reachable by car inside twenty minutes and these offer a direct service to London Liverpool Street.

Important Points to note
We understand the property is connected to mains water and electricity. The house is heated by solar panels
(inset in the south-facing roof) and an oil fired central heating system where the boiler is located in the garage.
EPC rating B.

Viewings are restricted to buyers who are in a position to proceed.

Before booking a viewing of any Bloomfield Grey instruction, we suggest that buyers view its full online details
including the street-view representation, the site map, the satellite view and the floor plan. If you have any
questions, then please contact Bloomfield Grey.
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